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Yeah, reviewing a book Command Decision Vattas War 4 Elizabeth Moon could ensue your close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, skill
does not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as skillfully as deal even more than other will offer each success. neighboring to, the statement as capably as acuteness of this Command Decision Vattas War 4 Elizabeth Moon can
be taken as with ease as picked to act.

represents the highlights of an impressive career. Gathering together fifteen tales of fantasy,
alternative history, and science fiction, Moon Flights features an original story, “Say Cheese,”
set in the Vatta’s War cosmology, and an introduction by Anne McCaffrey, legendary creator of
the Dragonriders of Pern series. Ranging from humorous high fantasy tales of “The Ladies’ Aid &
Armor Society” to gritty, realistic chronicles of far-flung militaristic space opera, former marine
Elizabeth Moon’s storytelling mastery and eye for painstaking detail is evidenced in each of the
tales contained herein. When honor, politics, and personal relationships clash against backdrops
of explosive battles and larger-than-life action, the result is the breathtaking and astounding
fiction found in Moon Flights.
Star Corps Ian Douglas 2009-10-06 In the future, earth's warriors have conquered the heavens.
But on a distant world, Humanity is in chains ... Many millennia ago, the human race was
enslaved by the An -- a fearsome alien people whose cruel empire once spanned the galaxies,
until they were defeated and consigned to oblivion. But a research mission to the planet Ishtar
has made a terrifying -- and fatal -- discovery: the Ahanu, ancestors of the former masters, live
on, far from the reach of Earth -- born weapons and technology ... and tens of thousands of
captive human souls still bow to their iron will. Now Earth's Interstellar Marine Expeditionary
Unit must undertake a rescue operation as improbable as it is essential to humankind's future,
embarking on a ten-year voyage to a hostile world to face an entrenched enemy driven by
dreams of past glory and intent once more on domination. For those who, for countless
generations, have known nothing but toil and subjugation must be granted, at all costs, the
precious gift entitled to all of their star-traveling kind: freedom!
On Basilisk Station David Weber 2002-08 Comprehensive Teacher's Guide available.
Honor of the Clan John Ringo 2009-01-01 The Posleen War Rages On ¾ Undercover! Clan O'Neal
Battles for the Right¾And With Each Other! The Indowy "Bane Sidhe" conspiracy has grown
strong, and the cunning and resourceful Darhel¾tacit rulers of the Galactic Federation¾have
decided that the time has come to wipe that threat from the stars forever. What the Darhel don't
know is that humans have joined the rebellion¾led by thief and assassin extraordinaire, Cally
O'Neal. Now Cally is set to destroy a web of alien deceit millennia in the making. Only one
obstacle lies in her path: the renowned warrior who stood tall and saved Earth from utter
destruction during its first invasion by alien hordes¾a legend who also happens to be Cally's
father! Multiple New York Times best-selling John Ringo's "Posleen War" saga continues as
beautiful assassin Cally O'Neil returns for a third appearance in a gripping interplanetary thriller
co-authored by Ringo and best-selling Cally's War collaborator, Julie Cochrane. At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "[F]ast-paced military sf
peopled with three-dimensional characters and spiced with personal drama as well as tactical
finesse"¾ Library Journal on John Ringo's "Posleen War" saga. "[V]ivid, strong, and distinct."¾
Audiofile on John Ringo and Julie Cochrane's New York Times best-selling Cally's War.
Engaging the Enemy Elizabeth Moon 2006-03-28 “Marvelously compelling . . . consummate
military-adventure science fiction.”—SciFi In the aftermath of the cold-blooded assassinations
that killed her parents and shattered the Vatta interstellar shipping empire, Kylara Vatta sets out

Heris Serrano Elizabeth Moon 2002-07-30 When fleet officer Heris Serrano reluctantly takes on
the job of commanding a wealthy old woman's interstellar luxury yacht, she soon discovers that
her employer can offer her more than she expected.
Novice to Master Soko Morinaga 2012-01-30 Everybody loves Novice to Master! As you'll see in
the glowing endorsements and reviews included below, this modern spiritual classic has been
embraced by readers of all types. In his singularly humorous and biitingly direct way, Zen abbot
Soko Morinaga tells the story of his rigorous training at a Japanese Zen temple, his spiritual
growth and his interactions with his students and others. Morinaga's voice is uniquely tuned to
the truth of the condition of the human mind and spirit and his reflections and interpretations
are unvarnished and succinct. His great gift is the ability to lift the spirit of the reader all the
while exposing the humility and weakness in the lives of people, none more so than his own.
Read on to see what everyone from Publishers Weekly to well-known Buddhist figures and even
New York Times bestselling author Anthony Swofford have to say about this one of a kind book!
Kings of the North Elizabeth Moon 2011-03-22 BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
Elizabeth Moon's Echoes of Betrayal. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Peace and order have
been restored to the kingdoms of Tsaia and Lyonya, thanks to the crowning of Mikeli of Tsaia
and the half-elven mercenary Kieri Phelan as their respective kings. But trouble is brewing.
Mikeli cannot rule safely as long as the few remaining Verrakaien magelords are at large. And a
strange rift has developed between Kieri and his grandmother and co-ruler, the immortal elven
queen known as the Lady. Meanwhile, both monarchs are targets of the ex-pirate Alured, who
plots to seize their thrones for himself—and to the north, the aggressive kingdom of Pargun
seems poised to invade. As threats of war, from without and within, divide the two kings, old
alliances and the bonds of friendship will be tested as never before. And a shocking discovery
will change everything.
Defiant Millie Criswell 2001-02-15 Attorney Travis Bodine faces the toughest challenge of his
career defending his brother Rafe against murder charges. To make matters worse he has to
work with his ex-fiancee, Hannah. The two must put the past behind them to save Rafe's life.
The Way to Glory David Drake 2005-05-01 Lt. Daniel Leary and Signals Officer Adele Mundy
battle a ruthless, paranoid officer, conspiracy, anarchy, and an overwhelming Alliance force.
Trading In Danger Elizabeth Moon 2004-08-01 Thrown out of the Space Academy in disgrace, Ky
Vatta, the daughter of a leading interstellar trading dynasty, is given the chance to redeem
herself by captaining one of Vatta's oldest ships on its voyage to the scrapyards, but her journey
takes on unexpected challenges when she finds herself and her crew trapped in the middle of a
colonial war, in the first volume in a new military science fiction series. Reprint.
Moon Flights Elizabeth Moon 2019-10-01 Fifteen classic stories of science fiction and fantasy
from Nebula Award-winning author Elizabeth Moon (The Deed of Paksenarrion, Vatta's War).
Over the past two decades, few authors have garnered the critical acclaim and fan following of
Elizabeth Moon, Nebula Award-winning author of The Speed of Dark, The Deed of Paksenarrion,
and Remnant Population. Moon Flights, the definitive Elizabeth Moon short story collection,
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to avenge the killings and salvage the family business. Ky soon discovers a conspiracy of
terrifying scope, breathtaking audacity, and utter ruthlessness. The only hope against such
powerful evil is for all the space merchants to band together. Unfortunately, because she
commands a ship that once belonged to a notorious pirate, Ky is met with suspicion, if not
outright hostility . . . even from her own cousin. Before she can take the fight to the enemy,
Kylara must survive a deadly minefield of deception and betrayal. Praise for Engaging the Enemy
“A fast-paced space adventure, with a heroine that will captivate readers.”—Omaha WorldHerald “Excels in character development as well as in its fast-paced action sequences and
intricate plotting.”—Library Journal “You’ll have fun with this one, for Moon keeps things
moving.”—Analog
Catspaw Joan D. Vinge 2002-11-23 CAT: Street Punk, Psion, Telepath, Survivor. . . Kidnapped by
an interstellar corporation and dragged to Earth, Cat is forced to use his skills to protect those
he most hates, those who most hate him . . . . The taMings. A cyber-augmented, DNA-incestuous
clan of such wealth and power that their family arguments change the destiny of worlds. Now
one taMing is a killer's target. But which? And who would dare? Seeking answers, Cat finds lies
and savagery, passion and atrocity--trails that lead from crystal valleys to clubs for silver-skinned
beauties. From the homicidal enclaves of drug kings to a fanatic's pulpit. From the halls of the
Assembly to a cyberspace hell. Seeking assassins, Cat discovers a mystery that could cost him
his future. His sanity. His life. Because Cat is no longer a bodyguard . . . He's bait. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Hunting Party Elizabeth Moon 2010-12-02 Heris Serrano was an officer born of a long line of
officers, and a life serving in the ranks of the Regular Space Service was all she had ever known
and all she ever wanted - until a treacherous superior officer forced her to resign her
commission. This was not just the end of a career path; it was the end of everything that gave
her life meaning. But even ex-Fleet captains have to eat, and Heris finds employment as
'Captain' of an interstellar luxury yacht, working for the eccentric Lady Cecelia de Marktos.
Being a rich old lady's chauffeur isn't quite the same as captaining a Fleet cruiser, but nothing
Heris will ever do again will compare with that. Or so she thinks . . . For all is not as it seems
aboard the Sweet Delight. The smuggling ring is only the start of it. For on a visit to a seemingly
innocuous pleasure planet, Heris stumbles across a very sinister hunting club and finds herself
fighting for her life - and for the lives of friends she thought she'd never see again.
Lt. Leary Commanding David Drake 2000-07-01 Into Harm's Way! Lieutenant Daniel Leary of
the Republic of Cinnabar Navy commands the corvette Princess Cecile; his friend Signals Officer
Adele Mundy has the latest in spy apparatus and the skill to prowl the most tightly guarded
database. All they lack are enemies, and fate is about to supply that need in abundance! A
hostage uses the Princess Cecile to regain his freedom-and his throne! An ally intrigues with
enemies of Cinnabar-knowing the plot can only be safeguarded by destroying the Princess
Cecile! A pirate chief joins in a cutthroat battle with a rival-and the Princess Cecile is a pawn!
Daniel, Adele, and their crack crew must battle bureaucrats and traitors, the winds of a barren
desert and the strains of a voyage never before attempted. If they succeed at every stage, their
reward will be the chance to fight another enemy: one which can blow them and a hundred ships
like theirs to vapor! DEATH IS ALWAYS AN OPTION BUT DEFEAT CAN NEVER BE Action, color
and heroics merge with the gritty realities of war and politics in a story that never slows down.
Indeed, how could it slow down, with LT. LEARY, COMMANDING At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Valor's Choice Tanya Huff 2000-04-01 The first book in Tanya Huff's action-packed military sci-fi
adventure Confederation series Staff Sergeant Torin Kerr was a battle-hardened professional. So
when she and her platoon were yanked from a well-deserved leave for what was supposed to be
"easy" duty as the honor guard for a diplomatic mission to the non-Confederation world of the
Silsviss, she was ready for anything. Sure, there’d been rumors of the Others—the sworn
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enemies of the Confederation—being spotted in this sector of space. But there were always
rumors. The key thing was to recruit the Silsviss into the Confederation before the Others
attacked or claimed these lizardlike warriors for their side. And everything seemed to be going
perfectly. Maybe too perfectly....
The Serrano Connection Elizabeth Moon 2008-10-01 Defend the Fleet! Esmay is a young
woman caught between the patriarchal culture of her home world, where she is the scion of a
powerful family¾yet still a second-class citizen¾and her chosen profession as an officer of the
Fleet, where only ability counts. Esmay's task To gain control of her easily-offended
temperament and to show the galaxy that a woman's place is in command! Contains Once a Hero
and Rules of Engagement, two dazzling high notes in Nebula-Award-winner Elizabeth Moon's
intricate and exciting "Serrano" saga! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). "[T]he stuff of riveting fiction . . . resplendent." ¾Booklist on
Elizabeth Moon's Once a Hero.
Command Decision Elizabeth Moon 2010-12-02 Kylara had to leave a bright future as a
military cadet, and was thrown into the brutal world of off-world trading. This subsequent career
in the family business was tough: marked by war, mutiny and attempted assassination. But then
her home was attacked and her parents killed - their trading empire left in ruins. Now she must
save what is left of the family and the business, with few friends and too few assets. She must
make full use of her hard-won experience to not just survive, but to restore the shattered
fortunes of the Vatta family and their allies. Now, Kylara Vatta, space-trader and sometime
privateer, has destined herself for a dangerous and unpredictable future. She will muster an
interplanetary taskforce and forge them into a lethal weapon: one that the pirates who destroyed
her family will never forget ... 'Strong female leads, terrific action and complications aplenty:
should grab existing fans and win new converts' KIRKUS
Change Of Command Elizabeth Moon 2000-12-01 While Esmay Suiza and Barin Serrano struggle
to convince their families that their marriage is good for everyone, rumors that the Space
Service was unwittingly given bad drugs cause violent reactions. Reprint.
The Hungry Ocean Linda Greenlaw 2001-08-01 The term fisherwoman does not exactly roll
trippingly off the tongue, and Linda Greenlaw, the world's only female swordfish boat captain,
isn't flattered when people insist on calling her one. "I am a woman. I am a fisherman. . . . I am
not a fisherwoman, fisherlady, or fishergirl. If anything else, I am a thirty-seven-year-old tomboy.
It's a word I have never outgrown." Greenlaw also happens to be one of the most successful
fishermen in the Grand Banks commercial fleet, though until the publication of Sebastian
Junger's The Perfect Storm, "nobody cared." Greenlaw's boat, the Hannah Boden, was the sister
ship to the doomed Andrea Gail, which disappeared in the mother of all storms in 1991 and
became the focus of Junger's book. The Hungry Ocean, Greenlaw's account of a monthlong
swordfishing trip over 1,000 nautical miles out to sea, tells the story of what happens when
things go right--proving, in the process, that every successful voyage is a study in narrowly
averted disaster. There is the weather, the constant danger of mechanical failure, the perils of
controlling five sleep-, women-, and booze-deprived young fishermen in close quarters, not to
mention the threat of a bad fishing run: "If we don't catch fish, we don't get paid, period. In
short, there is no labor union." Greenlaw's straightforward, uncluttered prose underscores the
qualities that make her a good captain, regardless of gender: fairness, physical and mental
endurance, obsessive attention to detail. But, ultimately, Greenlaw proves that the love of
fishing--in all of its grueling, isolating, suspenseful glory--is a matter of the heart and blood, not
the mind. "I knew that the ocean had stories to tell me, all I needed to do was listen." --Svenja
Soldovieri
Victory Conditions Elizabeth Moon 2008-02-19 Elizabeth Moon’s thrilling Vatta’s War series,
featuring the no-holds-barred space-faring heroine Kylara Vatta, has secured her reputation as a
master of first-rate military science fiction. Now Commander Vatta is back–locked and loaded
and ready to win the fight against the marauding forces of ruthless space pirate Gammis Turek.
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For Ky, it’s not just about liberating the star systems subjugated by Turek and defending the rest
of the galaxy’s freedom. There’s also a score to be settled and payback to be meted out for the
obliteration of the Vatta Transport dynasty . . . and the slaughter of Ky’s family. But the enemy
have their own escalation efforts under way–including the placement of covert agents among the
allies with whom Ky and the surviving Vattas are collaborating in the war effort. And when a spy
ring linked to a wealthy businessman is exposed, a cracked pirate code reveals a galaxywide
conspiracy fueling the proliferation of Turek’s warship fleet. Matching the invaders’ swelling
firepower will mean marshaling an armada of battle-ready ships for Ky to lead into combat. But a
violent skirmish leaves Ky reeling–and presumed dead by her enemies. Now, as Turek readies an
all-out attack on the Nexus system–a key conquest that could seal the rest of the galaxy’s
doom–Ky must rally to the challenge, draw upon every last reserve of her strategic skills, and
reach deep if she is to tear from the ashes of tragedy her most decisive victory.
Once a Hero Elizabeth Moon 1999-12-01 "Moon's mastery of contemporary science fiction is
evident in every line" is how Booklist describes Elizabeth Moon's Esmay Suiza series, and her
popular space adventures have also mastered the SF market, with remarkably high sellthroughs.
Now you can boost those big sales even higher with our triple threat offer, including the limited
edition of Once a Hero at a price you haven't seen since the '70s. This top-selling novel is
available for the primordial price of $1.99! So don't miss this stellar sales opportunity. A triple
lunar conjunction like this comes only once in a blue ... well, Moon.
A History of Cambodia David Chandler 2018-05-04 In this clear and concise volume, author
David Chandler provides a timely overview of Cambodia, a small but increasingly visible
Southeast Asian nation. Praised by the Journal of Asian Studies as an ''original contribution,
superior to any other existing work'', this acclaimed text has now been completely revised and
updated to include material examining the early history of Cambodia, whose famous Angkorean
ruins now attract more than one million tourists each year, the death of Pol Pot, and the
revolution and final collapse of the Khmer Rouge. The fourth edition reflects recent research by
major scholars as well as Chandler's long immersion in the subject and contains an entirely new
section on the challenges facing Cambodia today, including an analysis of the current state of
politics and sociology and the increasing pressures of globalization. This comprehensive
overview of Cambodia will illuminate, for undergraduate students as well as general readers, the
history and contemporary politics of a country long misunderstood.
Into the Fire Elizabeth Moon 2018-02-06 In this new military sci-fi thriller from the Nebula
Award–winning author of Cold Welcome, Admiral Kylara Vatta is back—with a vengeance. Ky
beats sabotage, betrayal, and the unforgiving elements to lead a ragtag group of crash survivors
to safety on a remote arctic island. And she cheats death after uncovering secrets someone is
hell-bent on protecting. But the worst is far from over when Ky discovers the headquarters of a
vast conspiracy against her family and the heart of the planet’s government itself. With their
base of operations breached, the plotters have no choice but to gamble everything on an
audacious throw of the dice. Even so, the odds are stacked against Ky. When her official report
on the crash and its aftermath goes missing—along with the men and women she rescued—Ky
realizes that her mysterious enemies are more powerful and dangerous than she imagined. Now,
targeted by faceless assassins, Ky and her family—along with her fiancé, Rafe—must battle to
reclaim the upper hand and unmask the lethal cabal closing in on them with murderous intent.
Praise for Into the Fire “[Elizabeth] Moon’s powerful female characters send the unmistakable
message that whatever men try to do, these women can do much, much better.”—Publishers
Weekly “Intrigue and great action scenes, along with punchy dialogue.”—SFRevu
The Renewal of Pagan Antiquity Aby Warburg 1999 A collection of essays by the art historian
Aby Warburg, these essays look beyond iconography to more psychological aspects of artistic
creation: the conditions under which art was practised; its social and cultural contexts; and its
conceivable historical meaning.
When Gravity Fails George Alec Effinger 2014-04-01 In a futuristic Middle East, plug-ins can
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turn anyone into a killer in this “wry and black and savage” Nebula and Hugo award finalist
(George R. R. Martin). Set in a high-tech near future featuring an ascendant Muslim world and
divided Western superpowers, this cult classic takes us into a world with mind- or mood-altering
drugs for any purpose, brains enhanced by electronic hardware with plug-in memory additions
and modules offering the wearer new personalities, and bodies shaped to perfection by surgery.
Marid Audran, an unmodified and fairly honest street hustler, lives in a decadent Arab ghetto,
the Budayeen, and holds on tight to his cherished independence. Then, against his best instincts,
he becomes involved in a series of inexplicable murders. Some seem like routine assassinations,
carried out with an old-fashioned handgun by a man wearing a plug-in James Bond persona;
others, involving whores, feature prolonged torture and horrible mutilations. Soon the problem
comes to the attention of Budayeen godfather Friedlander Bey—who makes Audran an offer he
can’t refuse. Nominated for the Nebula and Hugo awards, the highest honors in the genre, When
Gravity Fails, which introduced the cyberpunk Budayeen Cycle, is a pioneering work the Denver
Post called “superior science fiction” and Harlan Ellison described as “crazy as a spider on ice
skates . . . plain old terrific.”
Ender's Game Orson Scott Card 2017-10-17 "The classic of modern science fiction"--Front
cover.
Cambodge Penny Edwards 2007-01-01 This study of Cambodian nationalism brings to life eight
turbulent decades of cultural change and sheds new light on the colonial ancestry of Pol Pot's
murderous dystopia. Penny Edwards re-creates the intellectual milieux and cultural traffic
linking Europe and empire, interweaving analysis of key movements and ideas in the French
Protectorate of Cambodge with contemporary developments in the Metropole. With its fresh take
on the dynamics of colonialism and nationalism, Cambodge: The Cultivation of a Nation,
1860-1945 will become essential reading for scholars of history, politics, and society in
Southeast Asia. Edwards' analysis of Buddhism and her consideration of Angkor's emergence as
a national monument will be of particular interest to students of Asian and European religion,
museology, heritage studies, and art history. It will also appeal to specialists in modern French
history, cultural studies, and colonialism, as well as readers with a general interest in Cambodia.
Against The Odds Elizabeth Moon 2000-12-01 In the sequel to Once a Hero and Rules of
Engagement, as Fleet is threatened by mutiny, class conflict, and power struggles, Esmay SuizaSerrano finds herself uncermoniously dismissed from Fleet and hurtled into the midst of warfare
that threatens all galactic civilization.
Limits of Power Elizabeth Moon 2013 "A re-emergence of magic after centuries of absence
sparks brutal pogroms throughout the Eight Kingdoms, pitting a group of resolute heroes
against the machinations of a vicious traitor. By the Nebula Award-winning author of Kings of
the North."
Marque and Reprisal Elizabeth Moon 2004-09-28 “An utterly satisfying adventure . . . In
Kylara Vatta, Moon has created another tough and complex heroine.”—Scifi Though the exciting
military career she hoped for never materialized, Ky Vatta still sees plenty of combat. An
unknown adversary has launched a full-throttle offensive against Vatta Transport Ltd., Ky’s
father’s interstellar shipping empire—killing most of Ky’s family. Fighting for her very survival,
Ky is determined to avenge her family’s deaths. Teaming up with a band of stranded
mercenaries, her black-sheep cousin Stella, and Stella’s roguish ex-lover, Ky struggles to
penetrate the tangled web of political intrigue that surrounds the attacks. Amid suspicion and
deception, she is prepared to take whatever measures are necessary to ensure that Vatta stays
in business. What she’s not prepared for is the shocking truth behind the terror— and a
confrontation with murderous treachery. . . . Praise for Marque and Reprisal “The intrigue-filled
plot lends a marque of distinction.”—Entertainment Weekly “Excellent plotting and characters
support the utterly realistic action sequences: swift, jolting, [and] merciless.”—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) “A gripping, action-packed book.”—Omaha World-Herald
With the Lightnings, Second Edition David Drake 2013-01-22 Now with a new Afterword by
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David Drake A Friendship Forged in Hell! Daniel Leary is a lieutenant in the Republic of
Cinnabar Navy with no money and no prospects since he quarreled with his ruthless, politically
powerful father. Adele Mundy is a scholar with no money and no prospects since her family was
massacred for conspiring against the Government of Cinnabar. Kostroma is a wealthy planet
which depends on diplomacy to stay independent in a galaxy whose two great powers, Cinnabar
and the Alliance, battle for supremacy. In a few hours, diplomacy is going to fail Kostroma.
Daniel, Adele, and the scratch crew they gather aren't much to stand in the way of a powerful
invasion fleet, but just possibly they're enough. Men and women who hold courage cheap and
honor more dear than life itself face impossible odds in a novel of color, intrigue and slashing
action. From the corridors of a treason-ridden palace through the perils of unknown seas and
hellish jungles to a final blazlng climax in space, the heroes never bow and the action never
flags. They have nothing on their side but each other¾and heaven help whatever tries to stand
in their way! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).
Hellfire Jean Johnson 2013-07-30 Her story began in the national bestsellers A Soldier’s Duty
and An Officer’s Duty. Now Ia is captain and commander at the helm of Hellfire, where she is
finally free to chart the course for the fulfillment of her destiny… As captain, Ia must now
assemble a crew that can rise to the ultimate challenge of saving the galaxy. The hardest part
will be getting them to believe her, to trust in her prophecies. If they don’t, her own crew will
end up being the biggest obstacle in her race against time. The Salik are breaking through the
Blockade, plunging the known galaxy into war. Ia cannot stop it this time, nor does she want to.
This is the terrible price she has seen all along—that some must pay with their lives so that
others might live. Now only time itself can prove whether each member of her crew is merely a
soldier or truly one of Ia’s Damned.
Mutineer's Moon David Weber 1994-10-01 MUTINY For Lt. Commander Colin Maclntyre, it
began as a routine training flight over the Moon. For Dahak, a self-aware Imperial battleship, it
began millennia ago when that powerful artificial intelligence underwent a mutiny in the face of
the enemy. The mutiny was never resolved-Dahak was forced to maroon not just the mutineers
but the entire crew on prehistoric Earth. Dahak has been helplessly waiting as the descendants
of the loyal crew regressed while the mutineers maintained control of technology that kept them
alive as the millennia passed. But now Dahak's sensors indicate that the enemy that devastated
the Imperium so long ago has returned-and Earth is in their path. For the sake of the planet,
Dahak must mobilize its defenses. And that it cannot do until the mutineers are put down. So
Dahak has picked Colin Maclntyre to be its new captain. Now Maclntyre must mobilize humanity
to destroy the mutineers once and for all-or Earth will become a cinder in the path of galactic
conquest. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Remnant Population Elizabeth Moon 2003-09-30 Finalist for the Hugo Award • “Ofelia—tough,
kind, wise and unwise, fond of food, tired of foolish people—is one of the most probable heroines
science fiction has ever known.”—Ursula K. Le Guin For forty years, Colony 3245.12 has been
Ofelia’s home. On this planet far away in space and time from the world of her youth, she has
lived and loved, weathered the death of her husband, raised her one surviving child, lovingly
tended her garden, and grown placidly old. And it is here that she fully expects to finish out her
days—until the shifting corporate fortunes of the Sims Bancorp Company dictates that Colony
3245.12 is to be disbanded, its residents shipped off, deep in cryo-sleep, to somewhere new and
strange and not of their choosing. But while her fellow colonists grudgingly anticipate a difficult
readjustment on some distant world, Ofelia savors the promise of a golden opportunity. Not
starting over in the hurly-burly of a new community . . . but closing out her life in blissful
solitude, in the place she has no intention of leaving. A population of one. With everything she
needs to sustain her, and her independent spirit to buoy her, Ofelia actually does start life
over–for the first time on her own terms: free of the demands, the judgments, and the petty
tyrannies of others. But when a reconnaissance ship returns to her idyllic domain, and its crew is
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mysteriously slaughtered, Ofelia realizes she is not the sole inhabitant of her paradise after all.
And, when the inevitable time of first contact finally arrives, she will find her life changed yet
again—in ways she could never have imagined. . . . “Pure satisfaction from cover to
cover.”—Anne McCaffrey
Sporting Chance Elizabeth Moon 2010-12-02 When a treacherous superior officer forced Heris
Serrano to resign her commission in the Regular Space Service, she thought she would simply be
marking time captaining a rich lady's interstellar yacht. But things seem to happen when Heris is
around. During Lady Cecelia's most recent pleasure cruise, Heris exposed a sinister 'hunting
club' which used humans as prey, and in the process rescued some former Fleet friends and
colleagues betrayed by the same senior officer who engineered her own resignation from Fleet.
All well and good, but one of the hunters had been none other than Cecelia's nephew Prince
Gerel - first in line to the throne. In an attempt to avoid a royal scandal, Lady Cecelia volunteers
herself and her yacht to take the Prince home. Cecelia remembers her nephew as a rather bright
young man. So what possessed him to become involved with the 'hunting club'? As the voyage
proceeds, and the Prince becomes less and less like himself, Cecelia begins to suspect foul play.
Someone is poisoning the heir to the throne, and once again Heris's skills are called upon to
solve the deadly mystery.
Zen Master Who? James Ishmael Ford 2006-10-20 Zen Master Who? is the first-ever book to
provide a history of Zen's arrival in North America, surveying the shifts and challenges to Zen as
it finds its Western home. With the exception of parts of Rick Field's How the Swans Came to the
Lake, there has been no previous attempt to write this chronicle. James Ishmael Ford begins by
tracing Zen's history in Asia, looking at some of Zen's most seminal figures--the Sixth Ancestor
Huineng, Dogen Zenji (the founder of the Soto Zen school), Hakuin Ekaku (the great reformer of
the Rinzai koan way), and many others--and then outlines the state of Zen in North America
today. Clear-eyed and even-handed, Ford shows us the history and development of the institution
of Zen--both its beauty and its warts. Ford also outlines the many subtle differences in teachings,
training, ordination, and transmission among schools and lineages. This book will aid those
looking for a Zen center or a teacher, but who may not know where to start. Suggesting what
might be possible, skillful, and fruitful in our communities, it will also be of use to those who lead
the Zen centers of today and tomorrow.
Cambodian Buddhism Ian Harris 2008-03-11 The study of Cambodian religion has long been
hampered by a lack of easily accessible scholarship. This impressive new work by Ian Harris thus
fills a major gap and offers English-language scholars a booklength, up-to-date treatment of the
religious aspects of Cambodian culture. Beginning with a coherent history of the presence of
religion in the country from its inception to the present day, the book goes on to furnish insights
into the distinctive nature of Cambodia's important yet overlooked manifestation of Theravada
Buddhist tradition and to show how it reestablished itself following almost total annihilation
during the Pol Pot period. Historical sections cover the dominant role of tantric Mahayana
concepts and rituals under the last great king of Angkor, Jayavarman VII (1181–c. 1220); the rise
of Theravada traditions after the collapse of the Angkorian civilization; the impact of foreign
influences on the development of the nineteenth-century monastic order; and politicized
Buddhism and the Buddhist contribution to an emerging sense of Khmer nationhood. The
Buddhism practiced in Cambodia has much in common with parallel traditions in Thailand and
Sri Lanka, yet there are also significant differences. The book concentrates on these and
illustrates how a distinctly Cambodian Theravada developed by accommodating itself to
premodern Khmer modes of thought. Following the overthrow of Prince Sihanouk in 1970,
Cambodia slid rapidly into disorder and violence. Later chapters chart the elimination of
institutional Buddhism under the Khmer Rouge and its gradual reemergence after Pol Pot, the
restoration of the monastic order's prerevolutionary institutional forms, and the emergence of
contemporary Buddhist groupings.
Oath of Fealty Elizabeth Moon 2010-03-16 BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
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Elizabeth Moon's Kings of the North. For the first time in nearly twenty years, Elizabeth Moon
returns to the thrilling realm of her superb Deed of Paksenarrion trilogy. Thanks to Paks’s
courage, the long-vanished heir to the half-elven kingdom of Lyonya has been revealed as Kieri
Phelan, a formidable mercenary who earned a title—and enemies—in the neighboring kingdom
of Tsaia, where Prince Mikeli suddenly faces the threat of a coup. Acting swiftly, Mikeli strikes at
the powerful family behind the attack: the Verrakaien, magelords steeped in death and evil.
Mikeli’s survival—and that of Tsaia—depend on the only Verrakai whose magery is not tainted
with innocent blood. Two kings stand at a pivotal point in the history of their worlds. For dark
forces are gathering against them, knit in a secret conspiracy more sinister and far more ancient
than they can imagine.
The History of Pittsylvania County, Virginia Maud Carter Clement 1929 The book rings with
the names of early inhabitants and prominent citizens. For the genealogist there is the important
and wholly fortuitous list of tithables of Pittsylvania County for the year 1767, which enumerates
the names of nearly 1,000 landowners and property holders, amounting in sum to a rough census
of the county in its infancy. Additional lists include the names, some with inclusive dates of
service, of sheriffs, justices of the peace, members of the House of Delegates, 1776-1928,
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members of the Senate of Virginia, 1776-1928, clerks of the court, and judges.
Cold Welcome Elizabeth Moon 2017-04-11 Nebula Award–winning author Elizabeth Moon makes
a triumphant return to science fiction with a thrilling series featuring Kylara Vatta, the daring
hero of her acclaimed Vatta’s War sequence. After nearly a decade away, Nebula Award–winning
author Elizabeth Moon makes a triumphant return to science fiction with this installment in a
thrilling new series featuring the daring hero of her acclaimed Vatta’s War sequence. Summoned
to the home planet of her family’s business empire, space-fleet commander Kylara Vatta is told
to expect a hero’s welcome. But instead she is thrown into danger unlike any other she has faced
and finds herself isolated, unable to communicate with the outside world, commanding a motley
group of unfamiliar troops, and struggling day by day to survive in a deadly environment with
sabotaged gear. Only her undeniable talent for command can give her ragtag band a fighting
chance. Yet even as Ky leads her team from one crisis to another, her family and friends refuse
to give up hope, endeavoring to mount a rescue from halfway around the planet—a task that is
complicated as Ky and her supporters find secrets others will kill to protect: a conspiracy
infecting both government and military that threatens not only her own group’s survival but her
entire home planet.
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